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Abstract

A case study of a high-speed seal test rotor shows how rotor dynamic analysis can be used to diagnose the source of high vibrations and evaluate a proposed remedy. Experimental results are compared with the synchronous and non-synchronous whirl response analysis of a double overhung, high-speed seal test rotor with ball bearings supported in 5.84- and 12.7-mm-long, un-centered squeeze-film oil dampers. Test performance with the original damper of length 5.84 mm was marginal. Non-synchronous whirling occurred at the overhung seal test disk and there was a high amplitude synchronous response near the drive spline above 32,000 rpm. Nonlinear synchronous unbalance and time transient whirl studies were conducted on the seal test rotor with the original and extended damper lengths. With the original damper design, the nonlinear synchronous response showed that unbalance could cause damper lockup at 33,000 rpm. Alford cross-coupling forces were also included at the overhung seal test disk for the whirl analysis. Sub-synchronous whirling at the seal test disk was observed in the nonlinear time transient analysis. With the extended damper length of 12.7 mm, the sub-synchronous motion was eliminated and the rotor unbalance response was acceptable to 45,000 rpm with moderate rotor unbalance. Seal test rotor orbits and vibration levels with the extended squeeze film dampers showed smooth operation to 40,444 rpm.

Nomenclature

\( C \) damper radial clearance
\( C_d \) damping coefficient
\( D \) damper inner diameter
\( K_b \) bearing stiffness
\( K_d \) damper stiffness coefficient
\( K_{\text{dyn}} \) dynamic damper stiffness coefficient
\( K_{xy} \) cross coupled stiffness
\( K_{yx} \) cross coupled stiffness
\( L \) damper length
\( Q \) aerodynamic cross-coupling coefficient
\( R \) damper radius
\( U_b \) unbalance
\( \varepsilon \) eccentricity ratio
\( \mu \) oil viscosity
\( \omega \) angular velocity
Introduction

NASA has a high temperature, high speed seal rig to test seals over a range of conditions including those expected in advanced gas turbine engines (refs. 5 and 6). The design is similar to certain high-speed aircraft high pressure (HP) gas turbine rotors with squeeze-film oil dampers. The double overhung rotor has a 21.6 cm seal test disk and is supported by rolling element bearings in squeeze film dampers to provide system damping. The maximum design speed of 43,140 rpm could not be achieved due to high vibration at the seal test disk and at the spline connection to the drive shaft. There were indications of both sub- and super-harmonic whirl motion at the seal test disk and high synchronous response at the balance piston and drive spline. Experimental data indicated both a critical speed and a non-synchronous whirling problem with the rig. DyRoBes, a commercially available rotordynamic analysis package (ref. 3), was used to model and analyze the seal test rotor and its drive system to assess the possible source of and solution to the vibration problem in the seal rig. The analysis showed that the seal test rotor can be successfully operated to its maximum design speed of 43,140 rpm if the squeeze film damper lengths are extended to 12.7 mm and the seal test rotor is well balanced (ref. 7).

Based on these findings the squeeze film dampers were redesigned to extend their length and they were installed in the seal test rig. A hot spin test was then conducted with a worn out brush seal installed at the test disk. The maximum desired operating speed of 40,444 rpm was successfully obtained and the rig operation was smooth and quiet. After the test the rotor orbit data were examined using Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) analysis to look at the frequency, amplitude, and phase content. This same FFT analysis technique was used to re-analyze data from a room temperature spin test of the seal test rotor with the original squeeze film dampers without a test seal installed. The seal test rotor and the squeeze film dampers will be described and the results of these tests presented. Comparisons will be made to rotordynamic stability analysis done previously to further understanding of the seal test rotor behavior and its operational limits.

1. Seal Test Rotor

1.1 Rotor System and Instrumentation

The seal test rotor, shown in figure 1, consists of a high temperature alloy shaft with two overhung disks. The test rotor is supported in two rolling element bearings. These bearings are in turn supported in squeeze film damper bearings. The 21.6-cm, overhung seal test disk is piloted into the end of the shaft and clamped in place with six studs and retaining nuts. A test end insert is clamped between the seal test disk and the shaft and provides a rotor for a single knife-edge seal, which is part of an air buffer seal that prevents hot gases from reaching the oil-lubricated bearings. A balance piston is mounted on the opposite end of the shaft and is retained by a lock washer and locknut. The split inner race angular contact ball bearings are mounted on the shaft between the two disks and separated by a bearing spacer. They are clamped in position by a shoulder on the shaft and a lock washer and locknut. The bearings are mounted in oil squeeze-film dampers. The drive end of the shaft has an external spline. The drive system consists of a 44.8 kW air turbine and a torque meter connected to each other by a jack shaft with internal straight splines at both ends. A similar jack shaft connects the torque meter to the seal test rotor. The alignment of the drive system to the seal test rotor is fixed by the housings for the jack shafts, torque meter, and turbine, which pilot to each other and pilot to the seal test rig housing.
Proximity probes are used to observe the seal test rotor’s dynamic performance. Eddy-current proximity probes at the spline and mid-span between the bearings are located at the 9 and 12 o’clock positions, when looking from the seal test disk towards the drive end, to view shaft orbits. For some tests, high-temperature capacitance proximity probes are installed at the 3, 6, 9, and 12 o’clock positions to view the seal test disk orbit and centrifugal growth. In the course of investigating the rotordynamic problems, eddy-current proximity probes were added to view the mid-span of the jackshaft connecting the torquemeter to the turbine at the 9 and 12 o’clock positions. A fiber optic key phaser was also added to view the same jackshaft near the spline to the torquemeter at the 3 o’clock position to give a 1/rev signal. The x-y accelerometer pairs are mounted on the seal tester housing near the drive end bearings at the 9 and 12 o’clock positions and on the air turbine at the 12 and 3 o’clock positions. These measurements along with shaft speed are recorded on a digital tape recorder. Orbits are monitored on oscilloscopes. A spectrum analyzer is used to look at the amplitude and frequency content of the signals. Post test analysis was conducted using an FFT analyzer.

1.2 Squeeze-Film Dampers

The original squeeze-film dampers are formed by the geometry of the bearing holder and the outer race of the bearing. The test end squeeze film damper, figure 2, is formed at 7.37-cm diameter, $D$, has a length, $L$, of 5.84 mm, and has a radial clearance, $C$, of 0.051 mm. MIL-23699 oil is supplied to the damper through three oil inlets. The slot in the left end of the bearing holder provides a route for thermocouple wires that measure the bearing outer race temperature. There is no path for the oil to exit the test-end squeeze film damper. The drive-end squeeze film damper has the same dimensions and is mounted in a similar fashion, except that oil can flow through it.

The redesigned squeeze-film dampers have an extended length of 13.4 mm and 13.7 mm for the test end and drive end dampers, respectively. This length is slightly larger than the 12.7 mm length used in the analysis and is thought to be beneficial to the rotordynamic performance. To achieve this extended length a sleeve was press-fit onto the ball bearing outer race, which increased the diameter of the dampers to 7.99 cm. New bearing holders and clamps were designed and fabricated, which allowed oil to flow through each of the dampers. The inspected radial clearances are 0.061 mm and 0.056 mm for the test end and drive dampers, respectively. The dimensions of the original and extended squeeze-film dampers are summarized in Table 1.
The damper is referred to as an un-centered squeeze-film damper since it does not have a mechanical centering spring. The damper design is similar to that encountered in various HP aircraft gas turbine rotors. Therefore, the damper design and test results have significance towards design of damper bearings for various aircraft engine components.

The unbalance response of the seal test rotor with the rolling element bearings mounted in squeeze film dampers is highly nonlinear in nature. For the analysis of the synchronous unbalance of the test rotor, the bearing assembly is considered as a combination of the rolling element bearing in series with the un-centered, cavitated or 180°, squeeze-film damper. The damper motion consists of precession but not rotation. Since the damper aspect ratio \( L/D < 1 \), the short bearing pi film version of Reynolds equation may be applied. For the case of unbalance response, it is further assumed that the damper motion is circular synchronous precession about the bearing center. This assumption is equivalent to the assumption that the rotating load significantly exceeds the gravitational bearing loading. Under these assumptions, the nonlinear stiffness coefficient is given as follows (ref. 4):

\[
K_d(\varepsilon, \omega) = \frac{2\mu R \omega}{(1 - \varepsilon^2)^2} \left( \frac{L}{C} \right)^3
\]

The damper radial stiffness \( K_d \) is a function of speed and eccentricity ratio. As the damper orbits outward to larger eccentricities, the damper stiffness increases. This can be seen in figure 3, which shows the computed stiffness of the original and extended squeeze-film dampers assuming a constant oil viscosity of 7 kN-s/m² (1×10⁻⁶) Reys. When the eccentricity ratio, the ratio of eccentricity to radial clearance of the squeeze-film damper, becomes greater than 40 percent the squeeze film damper behavior becomes non-linear. Squeeze-film damper stiffness increases rapidly at \( \varepsilon > 0.4 \). At eccentricity ratios above 0.8 the radial damper stiffness becomes quite large.
and the effective stiffness of the bearing assembly approaches the combined stiffness of the rolling element bearing and the bearing support system. This condition is referred to as damper lockup and is equivalent to dead band whirl in a rolling element bearing. High bearing forces occur under these circumstances.

The corresponding damping coefficient is given by (ref. 4)

$$C_d(ε) = \frac{πμR}{2(1−ε^2)^{3/2}} \left( \frac{L}{C} \right)^3$$

(2)

Equations (1) and (2) show the dramatic effect of an increase of the damper length, $L$. A doubling of damper length results in an eight fold increase in stiffness and damping for the same eccentricity ratio (refs. 1, 2, and 4). The computed damping of the original and extended squeeze-film dampers assuming a constant oil viscosity of 7 kN-s/m² ($1×10^{-6}$ Reyns) is shown in figure 4.

Dynamic damper bearing stiffness is computed as

$$K_{dyn} = \sqrt{K^2 + (ω⋅C)^2}$$

(3)

and shown in figure 5. For the extended length test end damper, the dynamic stiffness for shaft speeds of 20,000 and 40,000 rpm is shown. At an eccentricity ratio of 0.8 the dynamic stiffness doubles from 20,000 to 40,000 rpm. So it is obvious that shaft speed significantly affects the dynamic stiffness of the squeeze-film damper. This in turn affects the conditions at which critical speeds occur. Further, when the dynamic stiffness of the damper bearing exceeds the stiffness of the rolling element bearings, then the rolling element bearings will control the critical speeds. It is possible to compute the dynamic bearing load as a function of eccentricity ratio by multiplying the dynamic stiffness by the radial clearance of the squeeze-film damper.
Fig. 4. Computed damping coefficients for original and extended squeeze-film dampers. Viscosity = 7 kN-s/m².

Fig. 5. Computed dynamic stiffness. Viscosity = 7 kN-s/m².

2. Experimental Data

2.1 Spin Test With Original Squeeze-film Dampers

In November 2004, a spin test of the seal test rotor with the original squeeze-film damper design was conducted at room temperature conditions. No seal was installed. Shaft speed was increased in 5,000 rpm increments to 30,000 rpm. Dwell time at each speed step was approximately 5 minutes. Then speed was increased in 500 rpm increments to a maximum speed of 32,600 rpm. Then speed was reduced in approximately 5000 rpm increments with dwell times at
each speed of approximately 1 minute. Shaft orbits provided the most obvious indication that a
rotordynamic problem existed. Figure 6 shows the orbits at 31,500 rpm with multiple loops
indicating both sub- and super-harmonic whirl at the test disk and super-synchronous response at
the balance piston and drive shaft. The spline orbit is nearest the balance piston and the jackshaft
orbit is in the drive system.

The recorded orbit data was played back into an ADRE system to perform an FFT analysis of
the data. Since this data was recorded prior to the installation of a key phaser, the proximity probe
at the 9 o’clock spline position was used to record the speed. A low-pass filter was used to remove
the super-harmonic high frequency data to insure a good speed signal. Figures 7 and 8 show the
waterfall plot and Bode diagram, respectively, of the proximity probe data measured at the test disk
12 o’clock location during the acceleration of the seal test rotor from 0 to 32,600 rpm.

The waterfall plot shows the amplitude and frequency content of the proximity probe signal at
different shaft speeds. A high amplitude peak occurs at the frequency synchronous with the speed
of rotation. Between approximately 10,000 and 15,000 rpm amplitude peaks appear at super-
harmonic frequencies. At approximately 30,000 rpm amplitude peaks are excited at half the
frequency of rotation indicating sub-synchronous whirl.

The corresponding Bode plot, figure 8, shows the synchronous phase lag angle and the
amplitude of the direct signal and the synchronous or 1X component. The 180° drop in phase angle
indicates a critical speed at approximately 21,000 rpm. The high amplitude of the direct signal
between 10,000 and 15,000 rpm is super-synchronous or “dead band” whirl. Dead band whirl is
very typical of squeeze-film dampers operating in their non-linear range. The sudden jump in the
amplitude could represent large loads being transmitted to the rolling element bearings, which can
cause distress and reduce bearing life.

Figure 9, from our previous paper (ref. 7), shows the seal test rig synchronous x and y
accelerometer amplitude versus speed to 34,000 rpm. An apparent vertical (y) resonant mode is
observed at 20,000 rpm. A much stronger resonant mode for the horizontal (x) accelerometer
occurs at 32,000 rpm. The difference between the vertical and horizontal accelerometer readings is
due to the differences in bearing and support horizontal and vertical stiffness and damping values
for the two planes. This asymmetric effect is often observed in un-centered dampers with moderate
unbalance.
Fig. 7. Waterfall plot of frequency spectrum of the test disk 12 o’clock proximity probe data recorded during acceleration of seal test rotor with original squeeze-film dampers.

Fig. 8. Bode plot of test disk 12 o’clock proximity probe data recorded during acceleration of seal test rotor with original squeeze-film dampers.
2.2 Hot Spin Test With Extended Squeeze-Film Dampers

The hot spin test was conducted in November 2006 with the extended squeeze-film dampers installed. Due to a mishap, the spare shaft had to be used. All other components are the same. The balance of the assembly was checked and corrected as needed. A worn brush seal was installed at the test disk to allow functional verification of the balance piston to manage the axial thrust loads. Inlet air temperature to the test seal was 538 to 693 °C (1000 to 1100 °F). Figure 10 shows the seal test rotor orbits at 40,444 rpm. Motion at the test disk is small, approximately 0.0254 mm (0.001 in.).

The waterfall plot and Bode plot of the proximity probe data measured at the test disk 12 o’clock location during the acceleration of the seal test rotor from 0 to 40,444 rpm are shown in figures 11 and 12, respectively. The waterfall plot shows peak amplitudes at the frequency of rotation with small peaks at 2 times the frequency of rotation. The Bode plot shows small amplitudes. It does not show more than a 90° phase change over entire speed range, which is somewhat surprising. A 180° phase change is expected as the seal test rotor passes through each critical speed.
A single-channel spectrum analyzer was used to measure the synchronous peak amplitudes of the proximity probe at the seal test disk at each steady speed level as shown in figure 13. The test disk 12 o’clock probe data shows critical speeds at approximately 20,000 and 30,000 rpm. The 9 o’clock probe confirms a critical speed at approximately 30,000 rpm. It also appears some transition occurs around 5,000 rpm.

Fig. 11. Waterfall plot of test disk 12 o’clock proximity probe data for hot spin test with extended squeeze-film dampers.

Fig. 12. Bode plot of test disk 12 o’clock proximity probe data for hot spin test with extended squeeze-film dampers.
3. Critical Speed Analysis

3.1 Critical Speed Analysis of Test Rig Including Drive System

In our previous paper (ref. 7) DyRoBes, a commercially available rotordynamic analysis package (ref. 3), was used to model and analyze the seal test rotor and its drive system to assess the possible source of and solution to the vibration problem in the seal rig. In this study the system critical speed analysis predicted first and second critical speeds at 21,113 and 33,500 rpm, respectively, which closely match the X-Y rig synchronous accelerometer data. The first and second critical speeds excited conical and bending modes, respectively, in the seal test rotor, but the drive system was relatively quiet and not a contributor to the vibration problem. Hence, the drive system could be omitted from further analysis (ref. 7).

3.2 Critical Speed Analysis of Seal Test Rotor

Figure 14 is a model of the seal test rotor. The un-centered squeeze film dampers used to support the ball bearings are highly nonlinear. However, it is still of value to evaluate the rotor undamped critical speeds in order to determine the rotor mode shapes and the corresponding energy distribution for each mode.

From our previous paper (ref. 7), constructing an undamped critical speed map (fig. 15) of the seal test rotor bounded the bearing stiffness between 175 and 298 MN/m. Further, the first mode potential energy distribution showed that two plane balancing is sufficient and that the test-end bearing controls sub-synchronous whirling. Second mode potential energy distribution indicated that the drive-end bearing controls the second critical speed. Figure 16 shows the first mode is essentially a conical rigid body mode with the seal test disk and the balance piston out of phase.

Figure 17 represents the second critical speed mode shape at 31,291 rpm for an assumed bearing stiffness of 175 MN/m. The second critical speed is a bending mode.
4. Dynamic Analysis

4.1 Original Squeeze-film Dampers

Nonlinear synchronous unbalance response analysis of the seal test rotor with the original damper bearing length of 5.84 mm and an unbalance at the seal test disk of 0.360 kg-mm showed high shaft displacements at speeds above 33,000 rpm which could damage the rotor. Examination of the mode shape indicates that the original damper bearings bottom out or “lock up” at 33,000 rpm. The time transient analysis of the seal test rotor with the original dampers indicated that the seal test rotor is sensitive to small cross coupling forces that could be generated in typical seals and that the maximum seal test disk orbit could exceed 0.2 mm if it had an unbalance of 0.360 kg-mm (ref. 7).

4.2 Extended Squeeze-Film Dampers

The synchronous unbalance response of the seal test rotor with increased squeeze film damper lengths of 12.7 mm and limiting the unbalance to 0.072 kg-mm at both the seal test disk and balance piston at 90° out of phase shows smooth rotor response to 50,000 rpm with little shaft bending. Figure 18 shows the transient response of the seal test rotor at 35,000 rpm with two planes of unbalance and aerodynamic cross-coupling. The aerodynamic cross-coupling simulates sealing loads on the test disk. Note the conical shaft motion with active damper motion. There is no indication of self excited whirl motion present in the transient analysis. Figure 19 represents the transient motion at 45,000 rpm. The motion is stable limit cycle whirl.
If the two plane unbalance is increased to 0.360 kg-mm then the transient response analysis showed damper lockup at 33,600 rpm. Hence, analysis showed that the seal test rotor can be successfully operated to its maximum design speed of 43,140 rpm if the squeeze film damper lengths are extended to 12.7 mm and the seal test rotor is well balanced (ref. 7).

**Discussion and Conclusions**

The extended squeeze-film dampers allowed the seal test rotor to be successfully operated to 40,444 rpm, the desired maximum operating speed. Further, with the original undersized squeeze-film dampers there was risk of going into super-synchronous or deadband whirl, which can transmit excessive loads to the ball bearings and reduce their life. Improvements to the rotor balance would not reduce this risk. In fact, running with an unbalance might actually make the rotor whirl in the dampers, which is better than overloading the ball bearings. However, with the original length squeeze-film dampers the maximum operating speed could not be obtained.
The initial design of squeeze-film dampers for high-speed rotors is difficult due to the nonlinear characteristics of the damper stiffness and damping. Rotordynamic analysis provided insight to the seal test rotor transient and dynamic behavior, predicted critical speeds in good agreement with experimental data, and proved to be a useful tool in determining how to improve the rotordynamic performance of the seal test rotor. Waterfall and Bode plots generated by FFT analysis of the experimental data revealed deadband whirl with the original dampers, which was missed during initial data analysis. Deadband whirl appears in these plots as a nonlinear jump region in which super-synchronous vibrations of the rotor occur. Deadband whirl can occur with any rolling element bearing system with clearance space. Conducting FFT analysis over the entire speed range and generating the waterfall plots of amplitude versus frequency and reviewing Bode plots is recommended to diagnose and understand a system’s rotordynamic behavior.

The length of the original squeeze-film damper was slightly more than doubled. Based on short bearing theory, this yields an eightfold increase in both stiffness and damping for a given whirl eccentricity. With the new damper design, whirl instability observed at the seal rotor test disk was removed along with the dead band whirl region and the high synchronous unbalance response. Theoretically, with sufficient rotor unbalance, nonlinear damper lock-up can also occur with the new damper design. The problem of squeeze-film damper lockup in a high-speed rotor system can be alleviated by proper damper support structure design. Redesigning the damper supports to alleviate damper lockup remains a subject for a future paper.
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